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An outline is given of a proposed system for solvency control 

in non-life insurance that has recently been discussed within a 

Working Party appointed by the Norwegian supervisory authorities. 

According to this system the factual technical reserves must. at any 

time be sufficient to meet, with high probability, all future lia

bilities stipulated by insurance contracts that have either expired 

or are currently in force. The system is applied to a provisional, 

simple model that has been fitted to claims data assembled from 

Norwegian non-life companies. The numerical examples illustrate, 

inter alia, how the required reserve depends on the volume of the 

business, the portfolio mix, and the reinsurance cover. 

l. Introduction 

Tn 1978 a commission. was appointed by the Norwegian government 

to work out a proposal for a new insurance company act. One central 

task in the commission's mqndate, apparently urged by some recent 

instances of failure of non-life insurance companies, was to work 

out regulations for an improved governmental supervision of non

-life insurance enterprises. The commis·sion presented its report 

(Harlem et al. (1983)) at the end of 1983. 

Envisaging the preparation of a strengthened legislation, the 

Norwegian supervisory authorities in March 1982 appointed a Working 

Party on technical aspects of supervision in non-life insurance, 

with members - most of them actuaries - from the non-life insurance 

industry, the University of Oslo, and the Supervisory Service. 

1 A preliminary version of the present paper was presented at the 
XVIIth ASTIN Collcxruium, Lindau, October 1983. 

2 Parts of the present research were performed 
while the second author was staying at the Norwegian Insurance 
Supervisory Service, the University of Mannheim, and the 
University of Copenhagen. 
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A central item in the mandate of the Working Party was to propose 

regulations for the determination of technical reserves required in 

non-life insurance and for the reporting of statistical data from 

the non-life companies to the supervisory authorities. In summary, 

the task of the Working Party was to propose a system for solvency 

control of the non-life insurance business. The Working Party 

presented its report (Johnsen et al. (1984)) in May 1984. 

The authors of the present paper were involved in this 

project: one was a member of the Working Party, and the other was 

engaged by the Supervisory Service to assist the Working party 

with statistical analyses. In the present report we offer an out

line of a system for solvency control based on the discussions in 

the Working Party. The ideas put forward here must be read as 

representing a purely personal judgement which is not in perfect 

agreement with the recommendations of the Working Party. 

2. An outline of the solvency control system: basic principles 

2A.. Definitions. We consider a non-life insurance company and 

introduce the following notation related to the business net of 

reinsurance: 

X .. d. is· the total amount paid in year j+d in regard of·. claims J, 
occurred in year j (i.e. with a delay of d years); 

xj,d is the total amount paid in year j+d in regard of claims 

occurred in year j for which the company had assumed 

liability at the beginning of year j. 

The amount X. d is clearly contained in X. d. Whereas- X. d 
J I J I J I 

comprises only payments in respect of claims occurred in year j 

for which the company was liable already at the beginning of 

year j, X. d also includes payments on claims occurred in year 
J' 

j for which the company has assumed liability during that year. 

Suppose a solvency analysis is to be carried out for the 

company at time J (the beginning of year J). A key quantity is 

X, the total amount of future claim payments for which the 

company has assumed liability at time J. 

We assume that at time J the company has assumed no liability 

for claims occurring after year J ,. and thus X is made up of 
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future payments in regard of claims occurring in 
year J for which the company has assumed 
liability by the beginnig of year J, 

and 

RJ = Lj,d~ j<J<j+d Xj~d , future payments in regard of claims 
o.ccurred previous to year J ~ 

hence· 

X = X + RJ. J. 

(If desired, a discount factor could be introduced in the 

expressions defining XJ. and RJ.) 

When a stochastic model for the risk process. is introduced, 

· X is represented as a randonr variable .. _The distribution of X 

may depend on the past claims history as summarized in- the claims 

statistics available by time J, which we denote by SJ. In partic

ular, RJ may be significantly depending on SJ due to interdepen

dence between the amounts 

years d for a fixed year 

tribution to employ for an 

x. d ], 
paid 

of origin, 

assessment 

in 

j. 

of 

different development 

Thus, the relevant dis-

the total. risk carried 

by the:·. company at tim! J:, is the condi?.onal distributi.on of X 

·given SJ··· •·• 

2B~. Solvency. requirements:;. By time. J ~-t:h:e· company~ .J:tas ali-e·ady 
· re:ceived from the· insurants- the--premium~' for the- coverage of: x .. 

Therefore a technical reserve u ·has.· to_, be set. aside to defray 

these expences, and it must be determined with a view to the random 

nature of the latter. The solvency regulations stipulate: 

(I) Thee net t:ech:nlcal reserve ·. uc must be· . su~fi.ciently l.arge to 
cover X with a probability not less than 1-e:, that is, 

( 1 ) 

Defining. the minimum reserve u . as the smallest u satisfying m1.n 
(1), we recast the requirement (1) as 

u ) u . nun ( 2 ) 

which is sui table· for the purpose of solvency control. (By defini

tion,_ u . is an upper e:-fractile of the conditional distribution mJ:.n 
of X given SJ.) 

It is customary to decompose the technical reserve into a 

premium reserve, a loss reserve, and (possibly) a fluctuation 
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reserve. As theoretical counterparts of these accounting concepts 

we introduce the premium liability 

up = E (X J. IS J ) , 

the loss liability 

and, finally, the fluctuation liability uf determined by the 

equation 

U . = U + Un+ Uf • 
m~n p ){. ( 3 ) 

In regard of relation (3) we could alternatively speak of u . as rru.n 
the total liability. It is only umin that appears in the solvency 

requirement (2). The auxiliary terms appearing on the right hand 

side of (3) serve to explain how the total liability is composed. 

The first two terms show how the expected payments divide in two 

components, one in regard of future claims covered by policies that 

are currently in force, and the other in regard of claims that have 

already occurred. The last term is a kind of safety loading. 

In conjunction with the requirement (!:} the regulations must 

also lay down specific requirements as to the security of the tech

nical res,erves., hence::. 

(II} The supervisory authorities establish rules as to which 

assets can be ~ccounted as corresponding to technical re

serves. In principle only investments judged to be safe can 

be approved of as corresponding to technical reserves. 

As it stands, requirement (II) may appear rather severe·,. and 

an amplification is called for. The intention is, of course, not 

that only risk-free assets can be approved of, but rather that the 

valuation of these assets should be sufficiently prudent to.ensure 

their adequacy to cover the technical reserves in case of a forced 

sale brought about by a possible failure and closing of the company 

to new business. An alternative approach would be to extend the 

stochastic model framework so as to include also a description of 

the uncertainty associated with the investment portfolio. It is, 

however, felt that a formal model would not provide a more reliable 

valuation of assets than that obtained by a skillful subjective 

assessment; hence we remain with the present formulation of require-
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ment (II). The point of the story will become clear when item (II) 

is read in conjunction with item (IV) belON. 

To check whether the solvency requirements stipulated above 

are satisfied, there must be a regular solvency control: 

(III) The Supervisory Service verifies regularly (e.g. annually) 

that the technical reserves are secured in accordance with 

( I ) and ( I I ) . 

Requirements (I) - (III) deal with the maintenance of the 

technical reserves in companies that are in a solvent state. How

ever, the very purpose of the technical reserve. is to ensure that 

legal insurance claims can be indemnified even if the company goes 

bankrupt. Therefore, the legislation must authorize that: 

(IV) In case of realization of the assets corresponding to tech

nical reserves, insurance claims rank prior to all other 

claims. 

The statutory solution could basically be borrowed from life insur

ance. Even though non-life insurance and life insurance are funda

mentally different in respect o.f the duration of the contracts, 

they· are ccmparable as regards their capacity to create a permanent 

reserve. In fact, for a company with a constant siz.e and portfolio 

mix'· the minimum res.erve determined by (1 Y remains. unchanged over 

time. 

A leading principle that can be derived from items (I) - (IV), 

is the separation of the insurance business from the other economic 

activities of the company. The solvency control system outlined 

here is concerned solely with the ins.urance business and sees that 

it solves its basic task as a social security system. Losses suf:.. 

fered by an insurance company in connection with its non-insurance 

activities will not hit the insurants, even if the company has to 

be wound up. 

3. Statistical procedures and requirements ;; .. · 

It is sometimes argued that a refined statistical analysis of 

claims data is of limited importance since the risk associated with 

the asset portfolio is more critical (actually the most recent 

instance of insolvency in Norwegian non-life insurance was caused 
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by failure of general business). This point of view pays regard 

only to the pure business goals of the company. We stress once 

more that the necessity of measuring the insurance risk accurately 

arises from the needs of the insurants; the technical reserves 

represent a guarantee that their insurance claims will be covered 

(with high probability) . A reliable determination of umin is, 

therefore, an essential part of the solvency control. (Besides, the 

present authors do not share the opinion that the risk associated 

with the insurance coverages is of subordinate importance; history 

provides ample evidence to the contrary.) 

The possibility of providing supervisory authorities with 

objective and scientifically based methods for determination of 

adequate technical reserves was discussed in the Working Party. 
"' 

In this connection a pilot study was carried through, in which 

statistical data were assembled from a number of Norwegian non-life 

companies. The discussions and the experience obtained from the 

study uncovered a multitude of problems that have to be settled 

before a statistically based system of solvency control can be set 

in full opera.tion. The discussion below wiLl indicate some points. 

The organization of the statistics files differs from one 

company to another, and even the d.efinitions of basic concepts are 

nqt·. always-'"'universal ~ Therefore· the supervisory authorities must., 

in coope.ration with the ins.urance companies,. work out standards for 

definitions and organization of data bases to make them compatible 

with a centra.l sta:tistically based system of solvency control. 

In many companies claims statistics are produced with a prima

ry view to accounting rather than statistical. analysis. Consequent

ly, the data available to the Supervisory: se,rvice are often too 

aggregate to allow for an identification of the technical results 

in risk classes of special importance, viz. those in rapid growth 

and those related to new kinds of coverage. Furthermore, the claims 

data are usually not related to the information in the policy files 

and, consequently, a risk analysis cannot be accomplished. 

To put the latter remark more precisely, we make some simple 

model assumptions. The portfolio is composed of I risk classes, 

numbered from 1 to I. Each class is homogeneous with respect to 

basic-risk characteristics, that is, the individual risks in one 

and the same class have identical values of certain basic tariff 

entries. It is assumed that each risk class generates claims in 
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accordance with a compound Poisson process. Thus, letting pi;j 

and X. . denote, respectively, the volume of risk exposed and the 
~; J 

total amount of claims in class i and year j, we assume that 

X. . follows a compound Poisson probability law with frequency 
~i] 

Parameter p. . A.. and claim size distribution G. • In shorthand we 
~:] ~ ~ 

write this as 

X . . - c omp . Po . ( p . . A. . , G , ) • 
~i] ~i] ~ ~ 

The risk exposure p. . can be the number of risks, the number of 
~i] 

risk years, the total of sums insured, the total mileage (in auto-

mobile insurance) 1 or some other physical/technica.l measure of the 

"risk volume" of class i in year j. It is clearly unsatisfactory 

to use the premium income as such a measure since it, roughly 

speaking, is a product of volume and price, the latter being 

subject to variations in market conditions and partly controlled 

by the insurer. By a tariff revision the premium income will be 

increased, say,. whereas the risk will remain unchanged. (When com

paring distances we should apply a common yard-stick and not switch 

from meters to ya.rds.) The parameter A.i can be- interpret.ed as 

the intensity, with respect to operational time, of the underlying 

-~:pompound Poisson process. 

The risk classes are grouped into H (R~I) statistics 

branches s1 I .,. • , ~, say, which form the basis for the regular 

reporting of statistics from the companies to the Supervisory 

-----service. 

The total amount of claims in branch ~ in year j is 

X . = I .X ...• 
hJ iEBh ~;J 

Under the assumptions specified above, we have that 

where 

and 

I P. .A_. 
iEBh ~;J ~ 

l \' 
Ghj - -A.- !.. 

hj iEBh 
P· .A. .G. 
~i] ~ ~ 

(4) 

( 5) 

In its annual report for year j to the Supervisory Service 

the company provides, for each branch ~, the number of claims, 
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Nhj' and the empirical distribution of the single claim amounts 

Yhjk , k = 1, ... ,Nhj We have that 

and 

Yhjk' k = 1,2, .•. are i.i.d. - Ghj , 

where Po(A.) denotes tli.e Poisson distribution with parameter A., 

and "i.i.d." means "independent and identically distributed". From 

these statistics the Supervisory Service is able to estimate the 

branch parame.ters and Ghj given by (4) and (5), and only 

these. 

We are now in a position to draw some conclusions as to what 

information is needed to estimate the distribution of the next 

year's total claim amount. 

Let us first assume that the annual report for branch ~ 

gives complete fnforrnation about. the number of claims Nhj and 

the single claim amounts Yhjk' but that the risk exposures are 

completely unknown. From the statistics from the past years 

l, ••. ,J* one can estilnatec the parameters ~j and Ghj, 

j. = l, ... ,J*, and only these. I.t is clear that for an aggregate 

branch the future (J\hJ:,GhJ). can be e·stirnated from the available 

statistics if and only if·· ( A.hj ,Ghj) = ( A.hJ'GhJ). for some former 

years, say j=l, •.• , j*. This relation holds true for all values of 

A.i and Gi' iEBh, if and only if pi;j=pi;J for all j=1, ... ,J* 

and iEBh. We conclude that if the single class exposures Pi;j 

are not observed, then the distribution of the next year's total 

claim amount is estimable if and only if the branch Bh has 

constant size and composition. 

Now assume that the annual report in addition to Nhj 

Yhjk's also contains the value of the total exposure 

= ~ pi;j 
iEBh 

and the 

of branch h in year j. Then the above conclusion will still 

hold unless we make further assumptions about the p .. 's. Assume, 
~;J 

for instance, that the composition of the branch is constant, that 

is, there exist (unknown) constants ai, iE~ such that 

. 1 * J= , ••• ,J ,J; iE~ 
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In this case ~hJ and GhJ can be estimated from the available 

data. Note that the claim size distribution GhJ can be estimated 

even without knowledge of the values of the phj's as long as the 

composition of the branch is constant. 

In the special case where the branch is homogeneous (i.e. 

consists of only one risk class), the composition of the branch is 

trivially constant, and thus the total claim distribution of the 

· next year can be estimated if the risk exposures. are observed. 

With the above' theoretical discussion in mind we formulat-e the 

following general requirements (V) and (VI} concerning the regular 

reporting and the-internal-recording of statistics: 

(V) The supervisory authorities must design statement forms with 

entries for the number of claims and the empirical claim size 

distribution as per year of occurrence and development, and 

premium income as well as appropriate physical/technical 

measures- of risk exposure for each branch. All quantities are 

to be specified for the gross business, and the reinsurance 

programme is to be described. The subdivision into statistics 

branches should be sufficiently refined so that each branch is 

fairly homogeneous with respect to significant risk 

characteristics. 

In special cases it may be necessary to call for supplementary 

information. In principle, the Norwegian Supervisory Service is 

already by the present statutory regulations entitled to require 

any statistical information necessary to accomplish a reliable 
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solvency control. A basic element of a system for solvency control 

is the following general requirement: 

(VI) The internal data bases of the companies must be organized in 

a manner that allows for a detailed risk analysis. This 

implies that complete information on risk characteristics and 

claims experience must be recorded for each single risk. 

4. The minimum reserve 

By definition, the minimum reserve u . is the upper e:-
m~n 

fractile of the distribution of X (strictly speaking, of the 

conditional distribution of X given SJ, but for simplicity we 

leave aside the explicit mentioning of the conditioning in the 

following) • For the determination of u . we use the NP-approxi-
~n 

mation, 

umin, "' EX + c 11Var X + c 2E (X-EX) 3 /Var X , ( 6) 

where c 1 is the upper e:-fractile of the standard normal distribu

tion N{O,.l) and c 2=(c{-ll/6 (cf. Beard et al. (1984)). 

We assume that the insurance corilpany works in H different 

insurance branches, and that 

(i) events referring to different branches are stochastically 

independent. 

Let Xh be the part of X originating from branch h. Then· 

we have 
H 

X= f Xh 
h=1 

and, by assumption (i), 

H 
EX = r EXh , 

h=1 

H 
Var X = L Var Xh 

h=1 

H 
E (X-EX) 3 = L E (X -EX )3 

h=1 h h 

~-· ( 7 ) 

( 8) 

( 9 )· 
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Our next step is to model the total claim amounts Xh. He make 

the following assumptions (ii) and (iii) about the occurrence, 

size, and regulation of the claims. 

( ii) All claims are settled immediately when they occur. 

This assumption is of course unrealistic, and we shall adjust for 

it later (cf. subsection 6A). However, it makes the following much 

simpler. Assumption (ii) implies in particular that RJ=O, 
• • 

X=X J .=x J 0 , and u J. =0 . , . 
Let ~J be the munber of claims included in ~, and let 

• YhJk be the net amount (after reinsurance) of the k-th of these 

claims. Thus we have 

with the convention that ~=0 
• when Nb=O· The introduction of 

• variables like the YhJk • s implies that we exclude reinsurance forms 

like, sto~loss.,.. ECOMOR,. largest claims~ etc. 

We Ina.ke. the following distributional assumptions: -· 

·._ (i.i±J The ·humber;.;.: o·f'' claims. N: . is conditionally Poisson 
-.~-·- . -- - . - _- - "":_ __ ._, - . _- .-._ ; ---·~hJ __ ·- _-.<·-..,: ' · __ -_-_. ~. . -:> --.----~ . _ ... ·._-__ ,-

distri.buted wi.th paramete.r PnJ e" , given tli~ value e- _ of an 

-unknown random parameter ·_ ehJ. The net claim amounts. · YhJk ~ 

k=1 , 2, • • • are i. i. d. and independent of i~J and ~J • 

The quantity • 
%1· appearing in assumption (iii) is a mea,sure of 

risk expos:u-re;: cf .. Section 3.. Th·_e: reason .. fo:J:' _mpgelling the Poiss:on 
. .-. . ·- -.. -..• -·· - - .. - -· ,-·:-c . 

parameter as a random variable; is that there are collective un-

predictable factors influencing the whole portfolio; a cold winter 

with icy roads may cause many car accidents, etc. It may be an 

unrealisticassumption that the collective risk factors influence 

only the claim frequencies, not the claim amounts; icy roads may 

cause a special sort of accidents. 

We shall have to make some additional assumptions in Section 5 

where we deal with estimation of the model parameters. 

We introduce the parameters 
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• • i 
a:ihJ = E (YhJl ) i=l 1 21 3 I 

~, h = EehJ I 

( 1 0) 

~2h = Var ehJ 

~3h = E(e -Ee ) 3 
hJ hJ I 

and we easily get (cf. e.g . Rantala (1982) ) 

• • 
~ = ~J ~, h a:, hJ I ( 1 1 ) 

• • • 2 . • 2 
Var ~. = ~J ~1 h a:2hJ + (phJ) ~2h ( a:lhJ) ( 1 2) 

E (~-E~) 3 = ~J ~1 h ~3hJ + J( phJ ) 2 ~2h ~lhJ ~2hJ + 

( 1 3) 

In practical computations of the moments (11 )-(13), the risk 
• volumes ~J would depend on the insurance company, whereas the 

estimates of the other parameters are supposed to be supplied by 

the Supervisory Service. For computational ease, we introduce the 

following reparametrization of (1. l )- (1 3): 

with 

~. = ~J. ~lhJ. I 

var. ~ = G~2hJ + ~E~}~, 

E (Xh-E~) 3 = ~3hJ~ + 3~2hJVar ~ + '"hE3~ , 

~2hJ l ~lhJ , . 

= ( ~3hJ/ ~1 hJ) 

ph= ~2h/( ~1h) 2 

.. 
ll2hJ 
• 
j.l.3hJ 

(14) 

(15) 

( 16) 

In practice it could often be difficult to find good estimates 

for ~ 2h and, in particular, ~ 3hl and it could therefore be 

necessary to give more subjective estimates of ph and ,;h. For 

this purpose, it could be practical to express these parameters by 

the coefficient of variation· K2h = 1~ 2h1~ 1 h and the skewness 

K3~ = ~ 3h/(~ 2h) 3 / 2 of the distribution of ehJ .as it is easier 

to have an intuitive opinion about these than about ~ 2h and ~Jh" 

We have 
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The parameters ~ihJ (and ~ihJ) depend on the reinsurance 

cover, whereas it is natural to assume that the ~ih 's are indepen

dent of the reinsurance cover. Therefore, the Supervisory Service 

would have to provide the company with tables of the aihJ's (or 

~ihJ 's) for different reinsur-ance forms and different retentions. 

In the following we discuss the reinsurance forms quota-share, 

excess-of-loss, and surplus. 

Let ~Jk be. the gross amount (before reinsurance) of the 

k~th claim contained in Xb·. For quota,- share with retention q we 

clearly have 

and thus 

~ihJ (q) 

~lhJ (q). = q~lhJ (l) 

~2hJ(q) = q ~2h.J (l ) I 

•· .. ·.. ·.· ... - ,2·.. ..· ..•. ' 
113hJ (q} - q. 113hJ(l) I 

i=1 1 2, 3 ( 1 7) 

( 18) 

{19) 

(20} 

where we have indicated the retention in the notation for the 

param~ters. From {17)-(20) we see that for quota-share it is not 

necessary to tabulate the parameters for different retentions i it. 

is sufficient to give· the parameter "'alues for the gross business. 

By excess-of-loss reinsurance with retention rn we have 

and thus 

• J i • i • 
aihJ (m) = z d~J ( z) + rn [1-GhJ (m) ] , 

(0, m] 

where <\J ( •) is the distribution of ZhJ 1 . In this case there is 

no simple connection between the parameters for the situations with 

and without reinsurance, and the Supervisory ·Service would have to 
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provide the companies with values of the parameters for different 

values of m. For intermediate retentions the company could find 

the parameter values by linear interpolation. For retentions 

exceeding the greatest finite tabulated value, the company should 

use the parameter values corresponding to infinite retention (i.e. 

gross business) . 

For surplus reinsurance we have to introduce the sum insured 

ShJk of the k-th claim contained in Xb· We also introduce the 

claims degree 

vvith retention m one has 

It is seen that YhJk is influenced by both the distribution of 

the sums insured and the connection between sum insured and claim 

amount, and thus it is most convenient to consider both shJk and 

~Jk as random variables. We have 

co 

~ihJ(m) = E (YhJl) i = f si f 
(O,m] 0 

dF 2hJ(rjs)dF1hJ(s) + 

i 
m 

(J):' 

J f ridF2hJ(rjs}dFlhJ(s) , 
(m, "'")' 0 

where FlhJ<·> is the marginal distribution of shJ 1 and 

(21 ) 

F 2hJ ( • Is) is the conditional distribution of ~Jl, given that 
·- . . 
~Jl =s. Lf ShJl and ~Jl are stochastically independent, then 

(21) reduces to 

~ihJ (m) 
. • i • i 

= E(m1n(m,ShJl )) E(~Jl) = 

(In many branches the claims degree is stipulated by the contract 

to be a number between 0 and l, in which case the upper limit co 

could be replaced by in the inner integrals in (21) and (22) .) 

We see that, like in excess-of-loss reinsurance, there is no simple 

connection between the parameters for the situations with and 

without surplus reinsurance, and also for surplus the Supervisory 
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Service will have to tabulate parameter values for different 

retentions. 

The distribution F lhJ ( •) of the sums insured depends on the 

composition of the portfolio and is likely to vary from company 

to company. It might therefore be desirable that the Supervisory 

Service constructs a special table of parameter values for each 

company, utilizing statistical knowledge about the distribution 

of sums of that particular company. Credibility theory may be a 

valuable tool in this connection. The distribution F2hJ(•js) is 

to a greater extent than F 1 hJ ( •) determined by technical condi

tions and could presumably, as an acceptable approximation, be 

assumed to be the same for all companies. 

We have now discussed the pure unbounded versions of the rein

surance forms quota-share, excess-of-loss, and surplus. In prac

tice, however, one often uses bounded versions and combinations of 

these forms. For some of these mixed reinsurance forms (e.g. combi

nations of quota-share and excess-of-loss} one could easily find 

the parameter values by the tables and formulae given above. By 

c·ertain other fo·rms matters· are more: complicated. One reinsurance 

form ofteri used in practice is surplus with an excess-of-loss cover 

on the (surplus} retention. In this case one would need a table 

w·ith .two entries {s;urplus, and excess-of-loss retentions). An 

alternat:ive: solution cotrld be· that· the' Supervisory Service on the 

company's request computes the parameter values for the company or 

provides the sufficient information for the company to compute the 

parameter values its.elf. A variant of the latter solution would be 

that the Supervi so.ry Servic·e. provides the company with computer 

software . for the c:ompu.tations .•. Then the company would only need to 

type in their risk volumes, reinsurance forms, and retentions. 

5. Estimation of the model parameters 

In Section 5 we consider one particular branch h, and for 

simplicity we skip the index h from all quantities. We make some 

new assumptions. 

(iv) Events referring to different years are stochastically 

independent. 
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Let N. denote the number of claims incurring in year j and 
J 

let Zjk denote the gross amount of the k-th of these claims. We 

also introduce a measure p. of the risk exposure in year j. We 
J * assume that N. ,p .·, and the Z 'k 's are known for the years 1, ... ,J . 

J J J 
In analogy to assumption (iii) we make the following assumption. 

(iii') The number of claims Nj 

distributed with parameter 

unknown random parameter 

k=1,2, ..• , are i.i.d. and 

is conditionally Poisson 

pje, given the value e of the 

ej. The gross claim amounts Zjk' 

independent of Nj and ej. 

Note that in general p. =l=p., cf. the discussion in subsection 2A. 
J J 

(v) The random parameters e 1 ,e2 , ... are i.i.d. 

Assumptions (iv) and (v) represent a slight oversimplification 

as they exclude the possibility of a connection between the risk 

conditions in neighbouring years (the road conditions around New 

Year will influence the results in both years). 

The parameter eJ is: the same in assumptions (iii') and (v) 

as in assumption (iii) • This is perhaps a. bit unrealistic as it 

really implies a .sort of uniformity during· the yea.r: of 'the risk 

conditions; a.s N. are the claims incurred by policies being in 
J 

force at the beginning of the year, the average time of incurrence 

of these claims would tend to be earlier than the average of t~e 

claims contained in N .. (We are here reasoning as if failure of a 
J 

company takes place at New Year. This need, oJf course, not be the 

case. On the other hand, cases· of insolvency will typically be 

uncovered in connection with the annual solvency supervision at 

the beginning of the year.) 

vie first treat the estimation of the moments ~i defined by 

(10). It seems reasonable to assume that all companies are influ

enced by the same collective risk variations such that we may pool 

data from all companies for the estimation of the ~· 's. Thus, for 
~ 

the present we let N. be the total number of claims from all 
J 

companies. 

For ~l and ~2 we propose the unbiased estimators (cf. 

e.g. Sundt (1983)) 



~ = 1 
1 

~2 = 

-
J* 

\' . 1 N . 
L J= J 

- 1 7 -

( 2 3) 

The estimator ~2 may take negative values, whereas the estimand 

~2 is always non-negative. It is recommended that ~2 is put equal 

to zero if the right-hand expression of (23) is negative. 

We still have to estimate ~ 3 . In practice one would typically 

use data from at most 6 years, that is, we have at most 6 realiza

tions e .. As these realizations are not even directly observable, 
J 

it seems a bit risky to perform an estimation of the third order 

moment without making further assumptions. We therefore add more 

structure to the model by 

tributed with parameters 

assmning that the ej 1 s are gamma dis

Y and o, that is, ej has density 

This gives 

hence 

y-1 -se 9 e , 

~ = 2 3 

9 > 0 • 

We propose to estimate ~ 3 by 

~3 = 2 ~~ .• 
~1 

An alternative to the assumption that the 0j 1 s are gamma 

distributed, is to put r<: 3 = 0. This assumption implies that 

~ = 0, and (16) reduces to 

E (X-EX) 3 = ~3JEX + 3 ~2J Var X • 

We now turn to the estimation of the ~iJ 1 s defined by ( 1 0) . In 

Section 4 we assumed that the values of these parameters are common 

to all companies. However, for some branches and reinsurance forms 

{e.g. surplus) it could be appropriate to assume that the parameter 

values vary across companies. We shall leave the question open as 

--.;. 
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to whether the data are aggregate or on company level. It could 

also be reasonable to assune that the claim size distributions of 

the different companies are drawn from one and the same population. 

In that case methods from the theory of experience rating could be 

employed for the estimation of each single claim size distribution, 

but this idea will not be pursued any further here. 

The assumptions made till now do not relate the available data 

to the alJ's, and therefore we add the following assumption . 

• (vi) There exist parameters A.. and "-J such that the Z .k/ A..; 
J J J 

k > 1; j = l, •.• ,J-1, are i.i.~. with the same distribution 

as ZJT /~J. 

Assumption (vi) may be interpreted as a way of modelling inflation, 

and A.j could be interpreted as a price index. The parameter ~J 
• might differ from "-J as the ZJk' s on the average will incur 

earlier than the ZJk's (c:f. the discussion following assumption 

(v)). The A.j' s will typically vary between branches as the costs 

are not. likely to devel.op equa.lly in each branch. Assumption (vi) 

represents. a quite rough idealization~ It is not strictly fulfilled 

for insurance forms with fixed amount deductible (as long as the 

deductible .. is not adjusted according. to . th~ index}, ··and it . is in 

general also not fulfilled if the different components of the claim 

costs do not develop equally. 

The A.j 's could be estimated either directly from the claims 

data or· from exogeneous information on the cost level of the goods 

and services in question. For branches where the· development in the 

claim amounts is caused by changes in the prices for goods and 

services exclusively, the A.j's could be estimated exogeneously from 

price indices. This could be realistic, for instance, for civil 

fire insurance within the relative short spans of time in question 

(say 6 years), where one could assume that building technology and 

standard of living are approximately constant. The situation is 

different in branches where one in addition to a possible pure 

development in prices could assume that the pattern of the claims 

could change as a result of changes in technology and behaviour. 

To stick to civil fire, one might have that the standard of living 

changes remarkably during the observational period, that the choice 

of materials and way of building change, and that people start 
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furnishing their houses more luxuriously. All such changes would 

be reflected in the claim amounts, even if the prices for goods 

and services remain constant in the building trade. A more obvious 

exan1pl~ is motor insurance, where changes in traffic regulations 

and traffic environments might imply that certain kinds of claims 

become relatively more frequent. In those branches where the 

development in claim amounts also to a great extent is caused by 

trends in technology and behaviour, one has to estimate the A.. 's 
]. 

directly from the available claims data. 

Without loss of generality, let A.1=1. It is reasonable to 

assume that the distribution F of ;the Z lk' s belongs to some 

parametric family of distributions. Appropriate classes could be 

log-normal, gamma, and log-gamma. If estimates ~j of the A.j's are 

found from exogeneous data, the parameters of F are estimated 

from the ratios Z .k/~., j=1,. ~. ,J; k=l, ... N., using the approxi-
J J J 

mation that these ratios are i.i.d., with distribution F. If the 

A.j's are not estimated from exogeneous data, we estimate these 

parameters as well as the parameters of F from the observed 

zjk 's by usual parametric methods. In most models maximum 

lik.elihood estimation Would be preferable. Moment methods could 

also be applied. In the latter case A.j would be estimated by 

~. 
J 

N. 
- _\ J with zj·-Lk=lzjk/Nj. This estimator is also Maximum Likelihood for 

many parametric cLasses. However, it. will be strong·ly influenced by 

catastrophic claims,. and it. is therefore necessary to pay special 

attention to the tail properties of the model distribution. 

By using the methods indicated above, we can estimate the 

* parameters of the claim size distributions for the years 1, ... J . 

For the computation of the aiJ's, however, one also needs an esti

mate of ~J. In practical applications one would typically have 

J=J*+2 (as the supervisory authority should have claims data 

from the whole of year J* to make the estimates that should be 

available for the companies at the beginning of year J). For 

estimation of ~J one could use the available estimates of 

A. 2 , ... ,AJ* combined with available exogeneous prognoses on the 

development of prices. 
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When ~J and the parameters of F have been estimated, we 

obtain estimates of the ~iJ 1 S for·excess-of-loss and quota-share 

reinsurance. For surplus reinsurance we also have to incorporate 

sums insured in the estimation, and in the following we suggest 

how to proceed in this case. 

It is assumed that SJl and RJl 

to formula (22), we first estimate 

and 

are independent. Referring 

separately and then estimate ~iJ (m) by the product of these 

estimates. 

Let Rjk denote the claims degree by the k-th claim in year j 

(that is, Rjk is equal to Zjk divided by the corresponding sum 

insured) . It is assumed that the Rjk 1 s are known for the years 

j=l, .•• ,J*, and that these quantities are i.i.d. with the same 

distribution as RJl. Then 

1\ 1 
y l.' J = -----

J* 
Lj;:lNj 

J * N. . 
\' \' J Rl. 
L j=l Lk=l j:Jt 

is a natural estimator of 

Let nj denote the number of policies in force at the end of 

year j and S jk the sum insured by the k-th of these policies. 

It is assumed that n. and the SJ.k 1 s are known for the years 
* . .J l, ... ,J • Correspondl.ng to assumption (vi) we assume that there 

• exist parameters IJ.· and IJ.J such that the s.k/1J.. 1 S are i.i.d. 
J • • J J • 

with the same distribution as SJl / IJ.J, and that the cSiJ (m) 1 s can be 
I I I • 

estl.ma ted analogously to the est1.ma t1.on of the a:. J 1 s for the case . l. 
with excess-of-loss reinsurance. 

6. Modifications for unsettled claims 

6A. In Section 4 we assumed that all claims were settled imme

diately when they occurred. This is, of course, a very unrealistic 

assumption, and we shall have to adjust for it if the system shall 

be of any practical applicability. 
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Let U 1 • denote the upper g-fractile of the distribution of 
m~n 

XJ•' Under assumption (ii) we have X=XJ•' Thus U 1 • =u. , and 
m~n m~n 

therefore U 1 • can be found by the procedure outlined in Section 
m~n 

4. Let us now leave assumption (ii), keeping the other assumptions. 

Then umin would typically be greater than u~n 

can still be found by the procedure of Section 4. 

However, ul. 
m~n 

Let us assume that the loss liability uJ. is known. An easy 

solution would be to require that the company should have suffi-

cient assets to cover all pa~ents on future claims for which the 

company has assumed liability at time J, with probability not less 

than l- E. In addition, the company should have assets to cover u J.: 

that is, we should have u > u~in + uJ.. The present authors would 

not recommend this requirement as it neglects the stochastic nature 

of unsettled claims. Therefore we propose the following ad hoc 

procedure: 

From (14) we have 

• • • EXbJ. = fbJ !J.lhJ , 

and,··as 

(24) 

(the meaning of the new symbols introduced should be obvious). The 

ad hockery consists in inserting E~ given by (24) into (lS) and 

(16} to find expressions for Var x11 and. E(Xh-EXh} 3 • Then these 

moments are inserted~ into (7)-(9} to find the moments of x., and 

finally u . 
m~n 

is found by insertion in (6). 

6B. For the parameter estimation in Section 5 we assumed 

that the Nhj 1 s and the Zhjk 1 s were known. However, as in practice 

there will still be unreported and unsettled claims, Nhj has to 

be estimated by the number of reported claims plus the estimated 

number of unreported claims, and Zhjk by paid amount plus 

reserved amount. 
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7. Further development 

7A. Sections 4-6 outlined a provisional procedure for the 

computation of umin· As should be clear from the preceding, much 

work has to be done before this procedure could be put into prac

tice. Data will have to be collected from the companies. For the 

purpose of estimating the a; 1 s, one has to find reasonable para

metric classes of distributions that can be fitted to the claim 

amounts. One should find reasonable measures of risk exposure. As 

a provisional solution, the Working Party suggested to use the 

premium as a measure of risk volume, but as pointed out in Section 

3, this is by no means an optimal solution, and the search for more 

reasonable measures should be given high priority. 

In the following we give some suggestions for further develop

ment of models and methods. 

7B. In Section 6 it was assumed that the loss liability ~.t 

is known for each branch h, and no guidelines were offered as to 

how to find this quantity. As a provisional solution, the Working 

Party suggested that one should just use the company 1 s actual loss, 

reserve without proposing, any specific method for assessing this 

reserve. This is of course: a most: unsatisfactory solution, and it 

is important to find standardized, objective methods according to·· 

which uh.t should be calculated. 

It has been argued that in many branches the companies use 

subjective individual case estimation, incorporating all the 

knowledge and intuition of experienced claim-handlers, that is, 

information not being incorporated in objective methods, and thus 

the actual loss reserve is the best possible estimate of ~.t· For 

internal purposes in the companies this argument seems very reason

able, but for supervisory purposes it is not satisfactory. With 

such a system the company would have too great freedom to determine 

the size of the loss liability and, thereby, of the minimum 

reserve. 

For the development of models and methods for the estimation 

of uh.t the Supervisory Service will have to collect run-off data 

from the companies. 

As already indicated, even if good estimates for the ~.t 1 s are 

available, the procedure outlined in subsection 6A is most a'd hoc, 
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and one should principally incorporate the mechanism of claims 

settlement into the model. However, this seems to be a very compli

cated matter, and until a reasonable solution is found, we suggest 

to use the procedure of Section 6 as a preliminary solution. 

7C. Some branches consist of many small and relatively equal 

risks. For such branches the provisional model could be fairly 

realistic. In other branches there could be great differences 

between the single risks. The total risk could be dominated by a 

few great single risks, and for such branches the provisional model 

· is not appropriate. There is a need for qevelopment of special 

methods for consideration of great risks. Also for branches like 

credit insurance and received reinsurance the model assumptions do 

not seem to be very realistic, and more appropriate models ought 

to be worked out for these branches. 

8. Some numerical illustrations 

In the pi.lot study performed by the Supervisory Service, risk 

.· s.tatistics: .were collected in a number.of insurance branches from 

. six major Norwegian non-life insurance companiE!s, and' the model in 

Section 4 was fitted to the data i.n each separate branch. Claim 

amount distributions were simply estimated by the observed empir

ical distributions. 

In the table below we report on some. results thus obtained for 

the branches CP = civil property, ML = motor liability, and MO = 
motor "others". For a number of alternative specifications of size 

and composition of the portfolio and levels of net retention the 

table shows expected value, coefficient of variation, skewness, and 

upper 10%-, 1%-, and 0.1%-fractiles of the distribution of X. The 

number in parentheses is the fraction uf/EX, which can be inter

preted as a security loading. The fractiles have been calculated by 

use of the NP-approximation (6) . 

The results in the table are only intended as an illustration. 

The quality of the data was poor, and instead of fitting the model 

to these, we could simply have specified some various sets of 

values of the parameters considered to be representative for the 

major non-life branches. We shall comment briefly on the results. 
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A comparison of rows 1, 9, 17 (or 5, 13, 19) with respect to 

coefficient of variation, skewness, and fractiles shows that in the 

case of no reinsurance CP has the heaviest tail of the three 

branches considered, and MO has the lightest tail. This reflects 

the circumstance that fire claims are rare and large, whereas MO

damages are frequent and comparatively small. 

This pattern is distorted by introduction of reinsurance, as 

can be seen by comparison of e.g. rows 4, 12, and 18. The explana

tion is that CP is less sensitive to fluctuation in collective 

risk factors (e.g. weather) than are ML and MO. An excess-of

loss cover effectively reduces the impact of large claims whereas 

it cannot eliminate the influence of random fluctuations of the 

claim frequency. 

The effect of reinsurance can be further investigated by 

examination of rows corresponding to a fixed branch and fixed 

exposure p. By comparison of rows 1-4, which refer to a CP-port

folio comprising only 10 000 policies, it is seen that reinsurance 

is an effective risk-reducing measure for a small, heavy-tailed 

business. The perhaps best indication are the "loadings" given in 

parentheses. If we look at rows 5-8 referring to a large portfolio 

in i:,he same branch, we find that reinsurance is almost without any 

effect. The· size of the business· has practically annihilated the 

pure compound Poisson variation, and the only variation remaining 

is that of the claim frequency parameter, which, as explained 

above, is not damped by excess-of-loss arrangements. 

Rows 21-23 refer to a "typical" medium-sized Norwegian 

company with. 100 000 risks insured in each of the three branches 

considered. The effect of excess-of-loss reinsurance is negligible 

as measured by the shape parameters of the distribution and by 

uf/EX, that is to say excess-of-loss behaves practically like 

quota-share. 

Comparison of raw 23 to rows 24-26 and 27 opens another 

aspect: By pooling the three single-branch businesses into one 

company, the required provisions for fluctuation reserves are 

substantially reduced. Moreover, a comparison of row 21 to each 

of the rows 5, 13, and 19 shows that the risk is more efficiently 

balanced by pooling of different branches than by growth of busi

ness in one and the same branch. The explanation is, of course, 

that the effect of collective random risk factors cannot be reduced 
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by growth in one single branch. · (In passing we mention that the 

results in different branches are assumed to be independent. In 

practice this is not the case with ML and MO since they are 

influenced by the same collective risk factors.) 

Finally, a solvency control application: Suppose the company 

represented in rows 21-23 have only 168 mi.ll. NOK in secure assets. 

Then, with E = 0.01 in the solvency requirement (1), a net reten

tion of 0.125 mill. NOK in all branches can be approved by the 

Supervisory Service, whereas a net retention of 0.5 mill. NOK can

not. 
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CP 

.. 

ML 

.. 

MO 

J~ 
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{~ 
MO 

J~ 
L~o 
CP 
ML 
MO 

N 

10~ 

"II 

106 

10 ~ 

106 

10 ~ 

106 

105 

.. 

105 

M 

0.5 
0.1 25 
0.065 

0.5 
0.125 
0.065 

0.5 
0.125 
0.065 

0.5 
0.125 
0.065 

0.065 

0.065 

: } 
0.5} .. 

" 

0. ~.25} 
" 

0.125 

sum of 24, 25, 26: 

up= ~X 

2.809 
2.681 
2.283 
2.082 

280.887 
268.065 
228.333 
208.227 

5.688 
5.590 
5.272 
5.037 

568.767 
558.980 
527.256 
503.743 

7.247 
7.220 

724.655 
671 .218 

157.431 

154 .9()1 

145 • 11 2 . 

22.833 
52.725 
69.554 

1 45. 1 i 1 

c;v. 

o.264 
0.209 
0.141 
0.121 

o;e735 
o.67t1 
0.0701 
0.0697 

0 .• 174 
0.162 
0.147 
0.143 

0.130 
0. 1 30 
6 .t 30 
0 .1 30 

o.n6 
O.lJ 4 

0.0849 
0.0841 

0 .0661· 

6.0651 

0.0645 

o.b792 
0~111 
o.o867 

SK. 

1 . 331 
0.599 
0.303 
0.227 

0.143 
0.139 
0.138 
0.138 

0.516 
0.350 
0.273 
0.265 

0.260 
0.260 
0.259 
0.259 

0.304 
0.260 

0.169 
0.169 

0.152 

0.150 

0.151 

0.147 
0.259 
0.169 

umin 

E = 0 .] 

3.773 (34.3) 
3.402 (26.9) 
2. 698 ( 18. 1 ) 
2.405 (15.5) 

307.398 
292.742 
248.863 
226.848 

6.966 
6.753 
6.270 
5.965 

663.707 
652.170 
615.038 
587 ·582 

(9.4) 
(9.2) 
(9.0) 
(8.9) 

( 22 • 5) 
(20.8) 
(18.9) 
(18.4) 

(16.7) 
(16.7) 
(16.7) 
(16.6) 

s~329 (14.9) 
8~273 (14.6) 

80j;662 (10.9) 
7441)29 (10.9) 

170.791 (8.5) 

167.!:147 (8.4) 

157d22 (8.3) 

25.154 (10.2) 
61•619 (16.9) 
77 • 2.96 ( 1 1 • 1 ) 

1 64 '069 ( 1 3 • 1 ) 

(uf/EX in %) 

E = 0.01 

4 • 8 26 ( 71 • 8) 
4 . 081 (52 . 2 ) 
3. 062 ( 34 . 1 ) 
2.684 (28 .9) 

329.807 
313.580 
266.196 
242.567 

8.145 
7.787 
7.140 
6. 771 

746.257 
733.196 
691.363 
660.478 

(17.4) 
(17.0) 
( 16 .6) 
(16.5) 

(43.2) 
(39.3) 
( 35 . 4) 
(34.4) 

(31 .2) 
(31 .2) 
( 31 • 1 ) 
(31 d) 

9 . 280 ( 28 . 1 ) 
9.190 (27.3) 

870.876 (20.2) 
806 . 343 ( 20. 1 ) 

182. 11 0 ( 1 5 . 7) 

178.807 (15.4) 

167.294 (15.3) 

27.118 (18.8) 
69.352 (31 .5) 
~ (20.6) 

180. 353 ( 24. 3) 

E = O.QQJ 

5.822 (107.3) 
4.654 (73 .6) 
3.350 {46.7) 
2.901 (39.3) 

346.872 
329.430 
279.376 
254.522 

9.126 
8.615 
7.825 
7.406 

811 .014 
796.758 
751 . 236 
717.662 

(23.5) 
(22.9) 
(22.4) 
(22.2) 

(60.5) 
(54 .1) 
(48.4) 
(47 .0) 

(42.6) 
(42.5) 
(42.5) 
(42.5) 

10.035 (38.5) 
9 . 909 ( 3 7 . 2) 

922.414 (27.3) 
853.970 (27 .2) 

190.750 (21 .2) 

187 . 1 68 ( 20.8) 

175.057 ( 20 .6) 

28.615 ( 25.3) 
75.419 (43.0) 
88.935 (27.9) 

192.969 (33.0) 

Legend: N = number of risks insured: M = rtet retention by an excess of loss reinsurance treaty; c.v. = coefficient 

of variation of X; EX/SD (X) (SD = s,pandard deviation); s:K, = ske•.-mess of X; E (X-_EX) 3 /SD (X) 3 ; All amounts 

are in million NOK (1 NOK"" 0.11 US$); CP =Civil Property; ML =Motor Liability; MO =Motor, others. 
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